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          About

          BLUE SKY CAR REMOVALS

        


        
          
            Are you facing trouble with your damaged or wrecked car? Don’t have trustworthy contacts who can sort this out? We have got your back! BLUE SKY CAR REMOVALS is your platform for quick and hassle-free car removal in Melbourne. If you have a vehicle that is unwanted or beyond repair, BLUE SKY CAR REMOVALS is your one-stop destination that offers complete car removal services. From offering a free pickup to on the spot payment, we have the best solution for your non-functional vehicles. You no longer need to worry about time-consuming procedures and transportation costs. With our seamless service, the process of car removal is simplified. Even if your car is damaged, we are ready to buy it. Irrespective of the level of damage, BLUE SKY CAR REMOVALS accepts vehicles in all condition. Whether you are looking for car removal in Dandenong or Melbourne, we can help you dispose of your vehicle. With our service, the process of car removals in Melbourne is quick and smooth.
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                  Why choose Blue Sky for Melbourne car removals:

                  	 Cars in any condition
	 We offer free pick-up service
	 If you provide an exact description, we will quote the amount
	 Wide service
	 Team of professionals to provide you with a hassle-free service
	 Quick service
	 Instant Payment
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              FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

              
                Here are some of the questions and their answers that our customers frequently ask about our services and their problems. 
              

            


            
              	
                  01 Why choose BLUE SKY CAR REMOVALS ? 
                  
                    
                      We can give you thousands if not hundreds of reasons to choose our services. Our services are aimed towards achieving 100% Customer satisfaction thereby our all workers are friendly and motivated to remove your car no matter where it is.
                    

                  

                
	
                  02 What vehicles do BLUE SKY CAR REMOVALS ? 
                  
                    
                      BLUE SKY CAR REMOVALS can remove vehicles of all shapes and sizes. Whether it's a Trucks, Vans, Cars or Utes. we can remove or transport all sorts of car.
                    

                  

                
	
                  03 Do you transport heavy vehicles? 
                  
                    
                     We do transport heavy vehicles. Whether it's a broken vehicle or just about transporting it, we can move it to your preferred location. However, we don’t transport or move vehicles included in an accident. 
                    

                  

                


            


          


        


      

    

    
    
      

        
          Our Services

          Check our Services
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              Unwanted Car Removals

              We can remove and transport unwanted vehicles no matter where the vehicle is located.
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              Old Car and Scrap Car Removals

              If you want to remove an old or scrap car then we can do it. We also buy old and scrap cars.
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              Cash for cars Melbourne

              We will buy your vehicle and leave you with a nice paycheck that will be very satisfactory.
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              Car Parts

              If you are looking forward to buying car parts then contact us for genuine car parts.

            

          


        


      

    

    
    
      

        
          Testimonials

          Testimonials
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                  Saul Goodman

                  Ceo & Founder

                  
                    
                    I wanted to remove my car that broke midway. Luckily, I had the Blue Sky Car removals contact number. Then came as soon as possible after I called them. They safely transported my vehicle up to the garage. It was a big help, highly recommended.
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                  Sara Wilsson

                  Designer

                  
                    
                    I had to buy Car parts for my vehicle but I never knew where to buy them. One of my friends suggested to me Blue Sky Car Removals. Blue Sky Car Removal charged me cheaper than that of the garage. They were very affordable car parts.
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                  Jena Karlis

                  Store Owner

                  
                    
                    I ride a scooter from home to the office and vice versa. One day, my scooter stopped working mid-way. There was no one to help me. A man came up to me and called Blue Sky Car Removal. They transported my scooter to the garage.
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                  Matt Brandon

                  Freelancer

                  
                    
                    I had an old scrap car that was sitting in my backyard. I didn’t know what to do with it. I found out about Blue Sky Car Removal later on and asked them to buy it. They came, inspected the vehicle and paid me handsomely. Great service they have.
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                  John Larson

                  Entrepreneur

                  
                    
                    I had a truck carrying loads of goods which were meant to be delivered to a specific ordered location. But I got news that my truck broke. I called Blue Sky Car Removal and they transported my truck to the ordered location safely.
                    
                  

                

              

            


          

          

        


      

    

    
    
      

        
          Call To Action

          You can simply call us on 0450517227 or else you can just tap on the call us button below to give us a call.

          Call Us : 0450 517 227
        


      

    

    
    
      

        
          Portfolio

          Check our Portfolio
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              Old Car & Scrap Car Removals
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          Contact

          Contact Us

        


        

          

            
              
                
                  
                  Our Address

                  173-175 FRANKSTON DANDENONG ROAD DANDENONG SOUTH VIC 3175

                

              

              
                
                  
                  Email Us

                  freecarremoval@hotmail.com

                

              

              
                
                  
                  Call Us

                  0450 517 227
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                Your message has been sent. Thank you!

              

              Send Message

            

          


        


      

    

  

  

    
      
        

          
            
              BLUE SKY CAR REMOVALS

              BLUE SKY CAR REMOVALS is your platform for quick and hassle-free car removal in Melbourne. If you have a vehicle that is unwanted or beyond repair, Blue Sky Auto is your one-stop destination that offers complete car removal services.

              
                173-175 FRANKSTON DANDENONG ROAD
 DANDENONG SOUTH


                Phone: 0450 517 227

                Email: freecarremoval@hotmail.com

              

              
                
                
                
                
                
              

            

          


          
            
              
                  Useful Links

                  	 Home
	 About us
	 Services
	 Portfolio
	 Contact
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                  	 Unwanted Car Removals
	 Old Car and Scrap Car Removals
	 Car Parts
	 Cash for cars Melbourne
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